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1.0 Admissions Dashboard Overview
This user guide assumes basic knowledge of SJSU’s Student Data Warehouse (SDW). User guides and tutorials
on the basic features of the SDW are available at the IT Training website:
http://its.sjsu.edu/resources/student-data-warehouse/index.html .
Data in the Data Warehouse is refreshed nightly; therefore all Data Warehouse reports reflect
numbers/information as of the previous night.

1.1 Important Information about these Reports

The Admissions reports allow users to obtain information on applicants to SJSU.
• By default, the reports include both state-supported (regular session) and self-supported (special
session) programs.
• At the bottom left of each report, the current admission term(s) in progress will be posted.
• The application totals for a term are finalized as of the census date for that term.
• If you select a term that includes no data, the term will be excluded from the report.
• Applicants who applied for a second baccalaureate are reported under the Post-Baccalaureate (PBAC)
career.

1.1.1 Downloading Table Data to Excel
When you use the option to download the data in a table to Excel or as Data (see the Data Warehouse
tutorial on downloading for more information), you will be downloading all of the available columns for
the report and not just the ones showing on the report.
For example, if you download the Application Profile report sorted by Admit Type, you will also see the
Academic Level and Applicant Gender columns in the downloaded file.

1.2 Available Reports

The following reports are currently available for the Admissions dashboard:
• Application Profile: The Application Profile report shows charts and tables for all applicants for the term(s)
selected. The charts provide a visual representation of the data. The table shows the number of applicants for
each admit type and academic program. Users can click on an academic program to view applicant numbers
for each major by academic level, admit type, or gender.
• Applications by College/Major: The Applications by College/Major report shows charts and tables for all
applicants for the term(s) selected by College. The table shows the number of applicants in each College for
each application status (total, admitted, waitlisted, department review, ineligible, admission offer accepted,
NSO, and enrolled). Users can click on a College to view applicant numbers for each major in that College.
• International Applicants: The International Applicants report shows charts and tables for all foreign (F1, F2, J1,
and J2 visas) applicants for the term(s) selected. The charts provide a visual representation of the data. The
table shows the number of international undergraduate and post-baccalaureate applicants for the term(s)
selected.
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1.3 Accessing the Admissions Reports
Processing Steps

Screenshots

Step 1:
Login to the OBIEE portal of
SJSU and from the Data
Warehouse homepage, click
on the Dashboards menu.

Step 2:
In the CSU Reports section,
select Admissions.
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2.0

Application Profile

The Application Profile report shows charts and tables for all applicants for the term(s) selected. The charts
provide a visual representation of the data. The table shows the number of applicants for each admit type and
academic program. Users can click on an academic program to view applicant numbers for each major by
academic level, admit type, or gender.

Processing Steps

Screenshots

Running the Report.
Step 1:
On the Admissions dashboard,
click on Application Profile.
Step 2:
The report will
automatically run with
your personal settings if
you have set them up.
If you have not set up your
personal settings, the report
will show information for the
default terms.
The default terms are all of
the admissions terms
currently in progress.
Step 3:
To change the terms that
appear on the report, click on
the drop-down menu.
Step 4:
You can scroll through the
drop-down list and place a
checkmark next to each term
to be included OR click Search.
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Step 5:
Use the Select Values screen
to search and browse
available terms and add and
remove them to the Selected
column on the right.
Once all of the terms you
want to view are in the
Selected column on the right,
click OK.
When searching for a term in
the Match field, remember
that the search is case
sensitive and abbreviation
sensitive.
For more information on how
to use filters, view the Data
Warehouse Filtering user
guide.
Step 6:
Select an Academic Career
from the drop-down menu to
narrow down your report
results to either only
undergraduates or only postbaccalaureates (if desired).
Step 7:
Click Apply to run the report.

Step 7a:
It may take several seconds
for your data to appear. While
the system is working to
provide your results, you may
see a “Searching” message.
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Step 8:
The updated report appears.

Reading the Charts
The default setting for the
charts (and tables below) is
by Academic Level.
Use the drop-down menu in
between the two charts to
view the charts and tables
broken down by Admit Type
or Applicant Gender.
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Admit Type Charts
The two Admit Type charts
show similar information, but
the data is organized slightly
differently to facilitate
different comparisons.
The chart on the left shows
the number and relative
proportion of applicants by
admit type within each term
you selected.
The legend at the bottom of
the chart shows which admit
types are represented by the
colored bars.
The Admit Type chart on the
right of the screen shows a
term-to-term comparison of
the number of applicants by
each admit type.
The legend at the bottom of
the chart shows which terms
are represented by the
colored bars.

Academic Level
Charts
The two Academic Level
charts show similar
information, but the data is
organized slightly differently
to facilitate different
comparisons.
The chart on the left shows
the number and relative
proportion of applicants by
9
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class level within each term
you selected.
The legend at the bottom of
the chart shows which
academic level is
represented by the colored
bars.

The Academic Level chart on
the right shows a term-toterm comparison of the
number of applicants by each
admit type.
The legend at the bottom of
the chart shows which terms
are represented by the
colored bars.
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Applicant Gender
Charts
The Applicant Gender Code
chart on the left of the
screen shows the relative
gender mix of applicants
within each admit term.
The legend at the bottom of
the chart shows which
applicant gender code is
represented by the colored
bars.

The chart on the right shows
the term-to-term changes in
applicants within each gender.
The legend at the bottom of
the chart shows which terms
are represented by the
colored bars.

Reading the Tables

The data table matches what
is shown in the graphs above.
The default selection is by
Academic Level. Use the dropdown menu just above the
two charts to display counts
by Admit Type or Applicant
Gender.
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The Admit Type table is
organized into the following
columns:
• Admit Type Desc: indicates
the admit type of the
applicants.
• Academic Program Desc:
indicates the type of academic
program.
• Applicant Count: the total
number of applicants by term.
• Applicant Count Total: the
total number of applicants for
the admit type and program
for all the terms shown.

The Academic Level table is
organized into the following
columns:
• Academic Level Desc:
indicates the academic level of
the applicants.
• Academic Program Desc:
indicates the type of academic
program.
• Applicant Count: the total
number of applicants by term.
• Applicant Count Total: the
total number of applicants for
the academic level and
program for all the terms
shown.
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The Applicant Gender table is
organized into the following
columns:
• Applicant Gender Desc:
indicates the gender code
selected by the applicant.
• Academic Program Desc:
indicates the type of academic
program.
• Applicant Count: the total
number of applicants by term.
• Applicant Count Total: the
total number of applicants for
each gender and program for
all the terms shown.

Reading the Application
Profile Detail Charts &
Tables
Step 1:
To view a breakdown of the
applicant totals by major, click
on an academic program
description.
Step 2:
Select the information you
wish to sort the details by:
academic level, admit type, or
gender.
Regardless of which sort type
you choose from the dropdown menu in between the
charts, you will be able to
choose any of these three sort
types when viewing details.
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Reading the Academic
Level Detail Charts &
Tables
Both Academic Level detail
charts show similar
information, but the data is
organized slightly differently.
The chart on the left shows
the mix of student levels
within each admit term.
The legend at the bottom of
the chart shows which
academic level is represented
by the colored bars.
The chart on the right shows
the term-by-term comparison
of applicant counts within
each level.
The legend at the bottom of
the chart shows which terms
are represented by the
colored bars.
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The Academic Level detail
table is organized into the
following columns:
• Academic Level Desc:
indicates the academic level of
the applicants.
• Academic Program Desc:
indicates the type of academic
program.
• Academic Plan Desc:
indicates the academic plan
(major).
• Applicant Count: the total
number of applicants broken
down by term.
• Applicant Count Total: the
total number of applicants to
the major for all the terms
shown.

To return to the main report
page, click Return at the
bottom left of the page.

Reading the Admit Type
Detail Charts & Tables
Both Admit Type detail charts
show similar information, but
the data is organized slightly
differently.
The chart on the left shows
the mix of admit types within
each admit term.
The legend at the bottom of
the chart shows which admit
type is represented by the
colored bars.
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The chart on the right shows
the term-by-term comparison
of applicant counts within
each admit type.
The legend at the bottom of
the chart shows which terms
are represented by the
colored bars.

The Admit Type detail table is
organized into the following
columns:
• Admit Type Desc: indicates
the admit type of the
applicants.
• Academic Program Desc:
indicates the type of academic
program.
• Academic Plan Desc:
indicates the academic plan
(major).
• Applicant Count: the total
number of applicants broken
down by term.
• Applicant Count Total: the
total number of applicants for
the admit type and major for
all the terms shown.

To return to the main report
page, click Return at the
bottom left of the page.
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Reading the Applicant
Gender Detail Charts &
Tables
Both Applicant Gender detail
charts show similar
information, but the data is
organized slightly differently.
The chart on the left shows
the mix of genders within
each admit term.
The legend at the bottom of
the chart shows which
applicant gender is
represented by the colored
bars
The chart on the right shows
the term-by-term comparison
of applicant counts within
each gender.
The legend at the bottom of
the chart shows which terms
are represented by the
colored bars.
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The Applicant Gender detail
table is organized into the
following columns:
• Applicant Gender: indicates
the gender code selected by
the applicant.
• Academic Program Desc:
indicates the type of academic
program.
• Academic Plan Desc:
indicates the academic plan
(major).
• Applicant Count: the total
number of applicants broken
down by term.
• Applicant Count Total: the
total number of applicants for
the admit type.

To return to the main report
page, click Return at the
bottom left of the page.
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3.0

Applications by College/Major

The Applications by College/Major report shows tables for all applicants for the term(s) selected by College. The
table shows the number of applicants in each College for each application status (total, admitted, waitlisted,
department review, ineligible, admission offer accepted, NSO, and enrolled). The tables are broken down into All
Academic Programs, State-Support, Self-Support (UEE), Cal State Online, and International (State Support). Users
can click on a College to view applicant numbers for each major in that College.

Processing Steps

Screenshots

Running the Report.
Step 1:
On the Admissions dashboard,
click on Application by
College/Major.
Step 2:
The report will automatically
run with your personal
settings if you have set them
up.
If you have not set up your
personal settings, the report
will show information for the
default terms.
The default terms are all of
the admissions terms
currently in progress.

Step 3:
To change the terms that
appear on the report, click on
the drop-down menu.
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Step 4:
You can scroll through the
drop-down list and place a
checkmark next to each term
to be included OR click Search.

Step 5:
Use the Select Values screen
to search and browse
available terms and add and
remove them to the Selected
column on the right.
Once all of the terms you
want to view are in the
Selected column on the right,
click OK.
When searching for a term in
the Match field, remember
that the search is case
sensitive and abbreviation
sensitive.
For more information on how
to use filters, view the Data
Warehouse Filtering user
guide.
Step 6:
Select an Academic Year
from the drop-down menu to
narrow down your report
results (if desired).
Step 7:
Click Apply to run the report.

Step 7a:
It may take several seconds
for your data to appear. While
the system is working to
provide your results, you may
20
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see a “Searching” message.
Step 8:
The updated report appears.

Reading the Tables
The Applications By
College/Major table is
organized into the following
columns:
• College: indicates the
college to which the student
applied.
• Total Applicants: indicates
the total number of
applicants for the term(s).
• Admitted: indicates the
total number of admitted
students for the term(s).
• Ineligible: indicates the
total number of applicants
who have been determined
to be ineligible for admission
for the term(s).
• Enrolled: indicates the total
number of students who are
21
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enrolled for the term(s).
For each section (i.e. All
Academic Programs, StateSupport, Self-Support,
International (StateSupport)), the column
information is the same; the
data is just limited to that
specific population of
students. .
To access a detail report
showing application totals by
major, select a college.

And select the details link.
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The Applications By
College/Major detail table is
organized into the following
columns:
• Academic Career: indicates
the type of degree program.
• Academic Plan Desc:
indicates the name of the
major.
• Total Applicants: indicates
the total number of
applicants for the term(s).
• Admitted: indicates the
total number of admitted
students for the term(s).
• Department Review:
indicates the total number of
students whose applications
are under department
review for the term(s).
• Ineligible: indicates the
total number of applicants
who have been determined
to be ineligible for admission
for the term(s).
• Adm. Offer Accepted:
indicates the total number of
students who have accepted
their offer of admission for
the term(s).
• Enrolled: indicates the
total number of students
who are enrolled for the
term(s).
To return to the main report
page, click Return at the
bottom left of the page.
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4.0

International Applicants

The International Applicants report shows charts and tables for all foreign (F1 Visa) applicants for the term(s)
selected. The charts provide a visual representation of the data. The table shows the number of international
undergraduate and post-baccalaureate applicants for the term(s) selected.

Processing Steps

Screenshots

Running the Report.
Step 1:
On the Admissions dashboard,
click on International
Applicants.
Step 2:
The report will automatically
run with your personal
settings if you have set them
up.
If you have not set up your
personal settings, the report
will show information for the
default terms.
The default terms are all of
the admissions terms
currently in progress.

Step 3:
To change the terms that
appear on the report, click on
the drop-down menu.
Step 4:
You can scroll through the
drop-down list and place a
checkmark next to each term
to be included OR click Search.
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Step 5:
Use the Select Values screen
to search and browse
available terms and add and
remove them to the Selected
column on the right.
Once all of the terms you
want to view are in the
Selected column on the right,
click OK.
When searching for a term in
the Match field, remember
that the search is case
sensitive and abbreviation
sensitive. To find fall 2000, you
would enter Fall 2000; to find
spring 2001, you would enter
Spr 2001; to find summer
2001, you would enter Sum
2001.
For more information on how
to use filters in Data
Warehouse, view the Data
Warehouse Filtering user
guide or web tutorial.
Step 6:
Select an Visa Permit Type
from the drop-down menu to
narrow down your report
results to either only
undergraduates or only postbaccalaureates (if desired).

Step 7:
Click Apply to run the report.
Step 7a:
It may take several minutes
for your data to appear. While
the system is working to
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provide your results, you may
see a “Searching” message.
Step 8:
The updated report appears.

Reading the Chart
The Foreign (F1 Visa)
Undergraduate vs. Graduate
chart shows the total number
of foreign students accepted
by admit term.
The legend to the right of the
chart shows which academic
career is represented by the
colored bars.
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Reading the Table
The International Applicant
table is organized into the
following columns:
• Admit Term: indicates the
term(s) selected.
• Applicant Count: indicates
the total number of postbaccalaureate and
undergraduate international
applicants.
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